SAINIK SCHOOL BHUBANESWAR
SUMMER VACATION TASK FOR THE SESSION 2022-23
CLASS – VI
SUBJECT- MATHEMATICS
Topic :Arithmatic
In Class VI we will be studying about following Number system :
Here set indicates “collection”. When we write set we use second brackets { } .
(i) Natural Numbers : The counting numbers 1, 2, 3, 4,..... are called Natural Numbers. The set of
natural numbers is denoted by N. Thus N = {1, 2, 3, 4,......}.
(ii) Whole Numbers : Natural numbers including zero are called whole numbers. The set of whole
numbers, is denoted by W. Thus W = {0, 1, 2,......}. W is also called as set of non-negativeintegers.
(iii) Integers : The numbers..... – 3, – 2, –1, 0, 1, 2, 3..... are called integers and the set is denoted
by Z. Thus Z = {...–3, –2, –1, 0, 1, 2, 3.........}.
(a) Set of positive integers, denoted by Z+ and consists of {1, 2, 3, ...........}
(b) Set of negative integers, denoted by Z– and consists of {..........., –3, –2, –1}
(c) Set of non-negative integers {0, 1, 2, 3,...........}
(d) Set of non-positive integers {...., –3, –2, –1, 0}.
(iv)Even Integers : Integers which are divisible by 2 are called even integers. e.g. 0, ± 2, ± 4,.....
(v) Odd Integers : Integers which are not divisible by 2 are called as odd integers. e.g. ± 1, ± 3, .......
(vi)Prime Number : Let ‘p’ be a natural number, ‘p’ is said to be prime if it has exactly two
distinctfactors. e.g. 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, 29, 31,.......
A prime number is a number that can only be divided exactly by 1 and itself. However, 1 is not
considered as a prime number.
Remark :

(a) ‘1’ is neither prime nor composite.
(b) ‘2’ is the only even prime number.

(vii) Composite Number : Let ‘a’ be a natural number, ‘a’ is said to be composite if, it has atleast
three distinct factors.
(viii) Co-prime Numbers : Two natural numbers (not necessarily prime) are coprime, if their H.C.F.
(Highest common factor) is one. e.g. (1, 2), (1, 3), (3, 4), (3, 10), (3, 8), (5, 6), (7, 8) etc.
These numbers are also called as relatively prime numbers.
Remark :

(a) Number which are not prime are composite numbers (except 1)
(b) ‘4’ is the smallest composite number.
(c) Two distinct prime numbers are always co-prime but converse need not be true.
(d) Consecutive numbers are always co-prime numbers.

(ix)Twin Prime Numbers : If the difference between two prime numbers is two, then the numbers are
called as twin prime numbers. e.g. {3, 5}, {5, 7}, {11, 13}, {17, 19}, {29, 31}
Q 1.The temperature at the bottom of a mountain was 22 °C and the temperature at the top was –7
°C. Find the difference between the two temperatures .
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Ans .Difference between the temperatures = 22 – (–7) = 22 + 7 = 29 °C.


Prime factorization is the process of expressing a composite number as a product of its prime
factors.

Q. Express 30 as a product of its prime factors.
Ans. Factors of 30: 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 10, 15, 30. Of these, 2, 3, 5 are prime factors.
∴ 30 = 2 × 3 × 5 .
Q. Express 220 as a product of its prime factors.
Ans. 220 = 22 × 5 × 11.

The highest common factor (HCF) of two or more numbers is the largest factor that is common to
all the numbers.
Q. Find the highest common factor of 18 and 30.
An. 18 = 2 × 32 30 = 2 × 3 × 5 HCF = 2 × 3 = 6.
Q. Find the highest common factor of 80, 120 and 280.
Solution :Express 80, 120 and 280 as products of their prime factors .
80 = 23 × 5, 120 = 23 × 5 , 280 = 23 × 5 × 7.
Therefore HCF = 23 × 5 = 40.

The lowest common multiple (LCM) of two or more numbers is the smallest multiple that is
common to all the numbers.
Q. Find the lowest common multiple of 18 and 30.
Solution: 18 = 2 × 32 30 = 2 × 3 × 5
LCM = 2 × 32 × 5 = 90.

Q. Find the lowest common multiple of 5, 15 and 30.
Solution: Express 5, 15 and 30 as products of their prime factors.
5 = 1 × 5 15 = 3 × 5 30 = 2 × 3 × 5
Therefore LCM = 2 × 3 × 5 = 30.

Operations on Number with respect to x and ÷ :
positive number × positive number = positive number
negative number × negative number = positive number
negative number × positive number = negative number
positive number ÷ positive number = positive number
negative number ÷ negative number = positive number
positive number ÷ negative number = negative number .
Q. Simplify (–1) × 3 – (–3)( –2) ÷ (–2).
Solution :(–1) × 3 – (–3)( –2) ÷ (–2) = –3 – 6 ÷ (–2) = –3 – (–3) = 0.
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DIVISIBILITY TEST :
(i) A number will be divisible by 2 if the digit at the unit place is divisible by 2.
(ii) A number will be divisible by 3 if the sum of its digits of the number is divisible by 3.
(iii)A number will be divisible by 4 if last two digits of the number together are divisible by 4.
(iv)A number will be divisible by 5 if digit at the unit place is either 0 or 5.
(v) A number will be divisible by 6 if the digit at the unit place of the number is divisible by 2 & sum of
all digits of the number is divisible by 3.
(vi)A number will be divisible by 8 if the last 3 digits, all together, is divisible by 8.
(vii) A number will be divisible by 9 if sum of all it’s digits is divisible by 9.
(viii) A number will be divisible by 10 if it’s last digit is 0.
(ix)A number will be divisible by 11 if the difference between the sum of the digits at even places and
sum of the digits at odd places is a multiple of 11.
e.g. 1298, 1221, 123321, 12344321, 1234554321, 123456654321, 795432.

Assignment
Q.I. Write True or False (with reason):
1. Every whole number has its successor.
2. Every whole number has its predecessor.
3. Between any two natural numbers, there is one natural number.
4. The smallest 4-digit number is the successor of the largest 3-digit number.
5. There is a whole number which when added to a whole number, gives the number itself.
6. If a number divides three numbers exactly, it must divide their sum exactly.
7.If a number exactly divides the sum of three numbers, it must exactly divide the numbers
separately.
8. Any two consecutive numbers are co-prime.
9. If the HCF of two numbers is one of the numbers, then their LCM is
the other number.
10. The HCF of two numbers is smaller than the smaller of the numbers.
11. The LCM of two numbers is greater than the larger of the numbers.
12. The LCM of two co-prime numbers is equal to the product of the numbers.
Q.II. Fill in the Blanks :
1. Height of a person is 1m 65cm. His height in millimetres is_______.
2. Length of river ‘Narmada’ is about 1290km. Its length in metres is_______.
3. In Roman Numeration, the symbol X can be subtracted from _____,M and C only.
4. The number 66 in Roman numerals is_____.
5. The population of Pune was 2,538,473 in 2001. Rounded off to nearest thousands, the population
was __________.
6. The smallest whole number is_____.
7. Successor of 106159 is _____.
8. Predecessor of 100000 is_____.
9. 400 is the predecessor of _____.
10. _____ is the successor of the largest 3 digit number.
11. If 0 is subtracted from a whole number, then the result is the _____itself .
12. The smallest 6 digit natural number ending in 5 is _____.
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QIII. Answer the following questions :
1. A garment factory produced 216315 shirts, 182736 trousers and 58704 jackets in a year. What is
the total production of all the three items in that year?
2. Find the LCM of 160, 170 and 90.
3. A vessel has 13litres 200mL of fruit juice. In how many glasses each of capacity 60mL can it be
filled?
4. Determine the sum of the four numbers as given below:
(a) successor of 32
(b) Predecessor of 49
(c) Predecessor of the predecessor of 56
(d) Successor of the successor of 67
5. Determine the least number which when divided by 3, 4 and 5 leaves remainder 2 in each case.
6. Test the divisibility of following numbers by 11
(a) 5335 (b) 9020814
7. Using divisiblity tests, determine which of the following numbers are divisible by 4?
(a) 4096 (b) 21084 (c) 31795012
8. Using divisiblity test. determine which of the following numbers are divisible by 9?
(a) 672 (b) 5652
9. Simplify : (a) 1-2+3-4+5-6 + …… + 999- 1000.
(b) 2+4+6+8+10+ ….. + 1000.
10. Simplify : 100- 99 + 98 – 97 +96 - 95 + ….. + 2 – 1 .
PROJECT WORK
Make a project on (any one):1. Life of any 1 mathematician.
2. Values of Mathematics in life (according to you).
3. Symmetry in Nature or surrounding you.
Or
Make a chart on (any two):1. Kinds of Triangles ( On basis of sides + Angles).
2. Kinds of Polygons.
3. Kinds of Quadrilateral shapes.
4. Three dimensional figures (that you see around).
5. Parts of a Circle.
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SAINIK SCHOOL BHUBANESWAR
SUMMER VACATION TASK
Class- VI

SUB- CHEMISTRY

2022-23

CHAPTER-3. FIBRE TO FABRIC
QUESTIONS
(To be done in separate vacation notebook)
1. The following is an answer given by Boojho to a question asked by his teacher“Cotton,
wool, silk and jute are classified as natural fibres whereas nylon and polyester are
classified as synthetic fibres.”Can you tell what question the teacher has asked?
2. Once, Paheli visited a tailor shop and brought home some cuttings of fabric to study
their properties. She took two pieces and found that one of the pieces was shrinking when
it was burnt with a candle. However the other did not shrink on burning. Can you help her
to find out which of the two was a cotton fabric and which a silk fabric?
3. One way of making fabric from yarn is weaving, what is the other?
4. Boojho with perfect eyesight was finding it difficult to pass a thread through the eye of a
needle. What can be the possible reason for this?
5. In ancient times stitching was not known. People used to simply drape the fabrics around
different parts of their body. Even today a number of unstitched fabrics are used by both
men and women. Can you give four such examples of clothes?
6. A cotton shirt, before it reaches you, completes a long journey. Elaborate this journey
starting from cotton bolls.
7. Describe the two main processes of making fabric from yarn.
8. A and B are the two natural fibres both these fibres are obtained from the stems of their
respective plants. The fibre A is a rough and strong fibre which is used for making ropes
and gunny bags , on the other hand fibre B is comparatively much smooth fibre which is
used to make linen cloth. Name the fibres A and B.
9. P, Q, R and S are all various types of fibres. The fibres P and Q are obtained from
animals whereas the fibres R and S are obtained from plants. Th e yarn made from P is
used for knitting sweaters whereas the yarn made from Q is used for weaving sarees. The
fibre R is used in filling pillows whereas the yarn made of fibre Q is used inmaking gunny
bags what are P, Q, R and S.
ACTIVITY
10. In India’s map label the states where cotton and jute are cultivated.(map work)
11. Collect pictures of fiber yielding plants and animals and paste it in your scrap book.

Sainik School Bhubaneswar
Vacation Assignment
Class-VI

Sub-Physics

1.

What is motion? Give three examples of it.

2.

What is mean by transport? Write different modes of transport.

3.

What are roadways? Write few lines about roadways.

4.

Differentiate between roadways and airways.

5.

What are the differences between roadways and railways?

6.

Write briefly about waterways of transport.

7.

Write the unit of following physical quantities-

8.

(a) Length
(b) Time
(c)
Mass
(d) Temperature
(e) Volume
(f)
Heat
Write the name of devices used to measure following quantities(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Length
Time
Temperature
Mass
Weight

Project Work (Art Integrated Learning)
Make a project from any one of the given topic. Project should consist of pictures of the
subject concern along with brief explanations. Make the project in A4 size paper .You can draw
the pictures or you can paste it.
 Rest and Motion.
 History of transport.
 Modes of transport

Summer Vacation Task 2022
SCIENCE (Biology) CLASS VI
Answer the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Draw a plant and labelled its parts.
Name the 3 types of animals based on the type of food they consume.
Why we should avoid wastage of food?
Name the different components of food.
In what way the following food components help us:
a. Carbohydrate
b. Proteins c. Fatsd. Roughage
6. Name the food source rich in Vitamin C, Vitamin A, Dietary Fibers&
Proteins.
7. Name the parts of the plant which are consumed from the following:
a. Potato
b. Rice
c. Carrot
d. Banana e. Cabbage
8. What do you mean by balanced diet?
9. Write a paragraph on your favourite aquatic animal. (Aquatic animal
means those animals which lives on water.)
10. Draw a poster on a A4 size chart paper on the topic “Save and Plant
Trees”.

SUMMER VACATION TASK (2022-23)
CLASS-6
1) Write the full poem of Twinkle- twinkle little star.
2) List out the countries in Asia and their capital cities and flags. (Minimum 20).
3) On an outline map of India locate states and capital.
4) Paste the pictures of National Flower, Animal, Fruit, Bird and sport.
5) Write ten sentences about Solar System.
6) What is the difference between a Moon and a INSAT?
7) How do people used to determine direction in ancient times?
8) Who was the first man and women to step on the surface of the moon and when?
9) Name important artificial satellites launched by India and mention their uses.
10) Who is the father of geography?

SUMMER VACATION HOMETASK – 2022
CLASS – VI
ENGLISH
1.Answer the following questions briefly after reading the story ‘Who Did Patrick’s
Homework' from your text-book HONEYSUCKLE :
(a) Who promised to grant a wish and to whom?
(b) Why did Patrick consider himself a lucky one?
(c) Who began to do Patrick’s homework?
(d) Who asked for a dictionary?
(e) Who asked Patrick to sit beside him and guide in solving Mathematics?
(f) Why was Patrick going to the school with his eyes puffed and blurry?
(g) Why did Patrick’s teachers praise Patrick?
(h) Why did Patrick’s parents consider him as a model kid?
(i) Who shared a secret? What was the secret here?
(j) What subject has been described by the elf as a mystery?
2. Write down the meaning of the following words in English consulting a
dictionary:
Fortunately, Alike, Amazed, Companion, Sobbing, Stare, Ignoramus
3. Write down 10 sentences on each of the following topics:
(a) My Mother
(b) My Father
(c) My Friend
(d) The Festival I like the most
(e) The Importance of Physical Activities
(f) Discipline and its importance in Life
4. Choose the correct forms of the verbs to fill in the blanks below :
(a) Do you……to watch the final match? (want)
(i) wanted (ii)wants (iii) want
(b) My grand father………..out for a walk every day. (go)
(i) goes (ii) will go (iii) went
(c) I………… a dress from the market yesterday. (buy)
(i) bought (ii) shall buy (iii)buys
(d) Preeti………dancing class tomorrow. (join)
(i) joined (ii) will join (iii) joins
5. Use the correct form of the adjectives to fill in the blanks.
(a) Rajasthan is………. than Odisha. (warm)
(b) Ashu is the ………boy in our class. (tall)
(c) Gold is a……….metal. (precious)

(d) I have got the……..mark in Mathematics.(high)
6. Rearrange the following words and phrases to frame meaningful sentences.
Do not forget to use punctuation marks and capital letters correctly.
(a) sleeping/baby/ is /the/ in the cradle
(b) pool/water /blue/the/is/in/ the
(c) find /his /Rahul /could not/ car keys
(d) are/ where/ you /going
7. Complete the worksheets from 1 to 15 in yourScholasticGo Grammar Course
Book(Level 4) after reading the examples given in the book.
8. Read the story ‘The Shepherd's Treasure' from the book A PACT WITH THE
SUN and write down the summary of the story briefly in your own words.
9. Read the story ‘How the Dog Found Himself a Master!’ from the book
HONEYSUCKLE and write down the main points in the story.
10. Read and remember the poem ‘AHouse,AHome' from your textbookHONEYSUCKLE and write down the same in your note-book.

HAPPY HOLIDAYS !!!

SUMMER VACATION TASK - 2022-23
CLASS - VI (HIGHER)ODIA
01.

ahðû KaòZûUòKê _Xÿ I ùfLö
(K) ahðùe ùKùZûUò EZê @ûùi?
(L) MâúhàEZê _ùe ùKCñ EZê @ûùi?
(M) ùcNcûù^ ùKCñVò còkòZ jê@«ò?
(N) _é[ôaú iì~ðýu CZþZû_ùe ùKùZ cûi CZ¯ [ôfû?
(O) Lù\ýûZ ùKùZùaùk CWÿòaêùf?

02.

eP^û ùfLö
Zêce ù\÷÷^¦ò^ Rúa^ö
icde i\þaýajûeö
@û\gð QûZâö
ÊûiÚý jó iµ\ö
aýûdûcö

-Dr. Sujata Panigrahi .

